
 

 

Rand Note 
 
Monday 20 April 2020 
 
Rand weak in the face of WGBI outflows, global markets still evincing high levels of risk aversion as the 
impact of US QE and zero rates has yet to prove stimulatory, H2.20 could see this become effective if not in 
the second half of Q2.20 

 
 
 

 
  

 

 



 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

▪ The rand is trading at R18.73/USD, R20.39/EUR and R23.37/GBP, from Friday’s close of R18.80/USD, 
R20.43/EUR and R23.50/GBP, with risk aversion continuing to drive foreign net sales of South Africa’s 
portfolio assets, -R3bn in equities (net of purchases) since mid-April to date (-R1bn sold on Friday) vs. R2bn 
in net purchase of SA government bonds.  
 

▪ The rand currently averages R18.43/USD this month, and R20.07/EUR and R22.91/GBP, with the domestic 
currency seeing less volatility this month than in March (more stability but at weaker levels), having lost 
around R2.50/USD over the course of March, and under R1.00/USD in April to date, reaching a high of 
R19.35/USD in April before pulling back. 
 

▪ Globally, risk aversion is still heightened and South Africa’s government bonds exit from the FTSE Russel 
WGBI (World Government Bond Index) at the end of April is also weighing on SA market sentiment for the 



rand. Having entered in 2012, SA reported weighting is 0.45% in the index, estimated at just over US$10bn, 
although estimates vary on the outflows. 
 

▪ Worsening forecasts of the economic impact of Covid-19 has been a key driver of the elevation in risk 
aversion in global financial markets, with the global recession expected to be deep and lengthy. The IMF 
now forecasts the contraction in the global economy “at –3.0 percent in 2020, an outcome far worse than 
during the 2009 global financial crisis.” 
 

▪ For 2020 the IMF’s “growth forecast is marked down by more than 6(%)” versus its October 2019 and January 
2020 projections, “the advanced economy group—where several economies are experiencing widespread 
outbreaks and deploying containment measures—is projected at –6.1 percent in 2020” (EMs -1.0% y/y, 
excluding China -2.2% y/y). 
 

▪ The IMF also has adjusted its forecast for SA’s economic growth this year, and now expects a contraction of 
-5.8% y/y this year, and an expansion of 4.0% in 2021, versus its expectations in January of growth of 0.8% 
y/y for 2020, and 1.0% y/y for 2021, but highlights “there remains considerable uncertainty around the 
forecast(s)” and “the pandemic itself”.  
 

▪ We forecast less of a rebound in 2021, at 2.9% y/y, and with a GDP contraction of around -5.0% y/y for 2020, 
with GDP contracting by -37.1% qqsaa  in Q2.20 (or by -12% y/y in Q2.20). However, the domestic outcome 
will depend on the pace of the further opening up of the local economy, likely a phased approach depending 
on new Covid-19 cases moderating.  
 

▪ Uncertainty heightens risk aversion in financial markets and the deep recessions forecast around the globe 
exacerbate risk-off sentiment, and hence rand weakness. The IMF adds “(t)here is extreme uncertainty 
around the global growth forecast because the economic fallout depends on uncertain factors that interact 
in ways hard to predict.”  
 

▪ Furthermore, “(t)his crisis is like no other … the shock is large ... there is continued severe uncertainty about 

the duration and intensity of the shock. …  A pandemic scenario had been raised as a possibility in previous 

… discussions, but none of us had a meaningful sense of what it would look like on the ground and what it 
would mean for the economy.” 

 
 

 



 
 



 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 

▪ The IMF does add that “(a) partial recovery is projected for 2021, with above trend growth rates, but the 
level of GDP will remain below the pre-virus trend, with considerable uncertainty about the strength of the 
rebound. Much worse growth outcomes are possible and maybe even likely. This would follow if the 
pandemic and containment measures last longer”. 
 

▪ Clearly, global financial markets have not entered a period of sustained risk-on and risk aversion levels are 
still heightened globally. Risk aversion in financial markets would indeed be exacerbated further if economic 
growth forecasts for advanced economies weaken substantially further, and/or if uncertainty around Covid-
19 intensifies instead of waning. 
 

▪ While this is not expected, should the path of the pandemic change, the discovery of vaccines and 
treatment/s be seen to be substantially delayed, the extent of disruptions to supply chains and production 
substantially greater than anticipated and/or policy responses viewed as insufficient, risk-off could escalate 
substantially further. 
 

▪ The severe negative impact on health in the US as fatalities and infections continue to rise has likely also 
been extremely negative for financial markets sentiment, with the world’s largest economy expected to see 
a deep recession this year (-5.9% y/y IMF), with the negative impacts leaching into next year as well. 
 

▪ The domestic currency is still at weak levels, and is likely to remain volatile and weak in the near term until 
evidence for the beginnings of a recovery in the global economy become clearer. The collapse in WTI oil 
prices today, under US$12/bbl, on oversupply in the face of collapsed demand in the world’s largest 
economy, has added to negative sentiment. 
 

▪ In South Africa, yields on SA government bonds have fallen significantly, reaching 9.00% for the R186 from 
nearer 10% a week ago, and 10.28% for the R2030 from above 11% a week ago, with SA’s generic ten 
year government bond moving towards 10.00%, also closer to 11.00% over a week ago.   
 

▪ Foreign net purchases of SA government bonds have been a persistent feature since the end of the second 
week of April, although not wholly outweighing the weakening impact on the rand of net sales by foreigners 



of SA equities. Foreigners have bought R3.9bn worth of SA bonds on a net basis over the period as SA 
yields have proved very attractive. 
 

▪ With the domestic CPI inflation rate expected to fall further this year (another petrol price drop is building 
for South Africa, of close to R2.00/litre for May), and the recent liquidity interventions of South Africa’s 
Reserve Bank effective in resolving market dysfunctionality, foreigners have found SA bond yields attractive. 
 

▪ As risk-off wanes in global financial markets, yield seeking is likely to bolster SA bond yields and the rand, 
with the quantitative easing programmes of advanced economies expected to accelerate yield-seeking this 
year, aiding some strength in the rand on risk-on (and as the impact of the removal of SA from the WGBI 
has passed).      

 
 

 

 
 

 
 



 

 



 
 
 
 

  

  

 


